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Introduction 
In [l] we established a convenient setting for differential calculus. The basis for 
this is the notion of convenient vector space, which is a certain type of (real) 
compactly generated vector space, and a generalization of differential calculus to 
maps between such convenient vector spaces. The ensuing category % Ismooth 
(sc % 9 tismooth in [l]) of convenient vector spaces and smooth (infinitely 
differentiable) maps was then shown to be Cartesian closed. 
In this paper we want to generalize further the objects to convenient manifolds. 
An attempt in this direction already has been made in [I]. But since we used there a 
smooth glueing process to define the notion of a manifold, we did not obtain an 
internal horn-functor. 
The way of avoiding this problem is remarkably easy: instead of glueing, we just 
consider certain types of compactly generated subspaces of convenient vector spaces 
as manifolds. The classical Whitney embedding theorem [2] then assures us that the 
class of usual finite-dimensional manifolds can be smoothly embedded into the class 
of our convenient manifolds. 
In Section 1 we shall review the category Ep $;,,.,oou, nder a new aspect: here its 
properties will be derived by methods which can be later generalized to manifolds. 
The main idea is as follows: First, it is clear what one understands by an infinitely 
differentiable curve y: lR-*E to a convenient vector space E. The tangent spaces 
T”E, n E N, of E are defined inductively by TOE = E, TE = E n E, T”+ ‘E = T(T”E). If 
$J-(R,T”E) denotes the vector space of infinitely differentiable curves to T”E, we 
define the &operator 6 : 5Ds”(lR, T”E)-)T “+lE by associating to an infinitely 
differentiable curve y : iF!+T”E its tangent vector at t = 0, i.e. 6: y- (y(O), f(0)). The 
definition of a smooth map between convenient vector spaces then becomes: A map 
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rp :E-F is smooth, if there exists a sequence (T”9) of continuous maps T*9 : T”E- 
T”F, ntz N, such that: 
(i) T”9=9, 
if y : iR*T”E is infinitely differentiable, then 
(ii) T”90~ : lR-+T”F is infinitely differentiable, and 
(iii) T”’ ‘906(y) = B(T”9oy). 
One checks that this notion of smoothness for maps between convenient vector 
spaces is the same as the one used in [ 11. 
In Section 2 the notion of smoothness for maps is generalized to include maps 
between arbitrary compactly generated subspaces of convenient vector spaces. Such 
subspaces are called premanifolds. Precisely, a premanifold is an ordered pair 
(ME), consisting of a convenient vector space E and a compactly generated sub- 
space M of E (clearly subspace here does not necessarily mean vector subspace). 
Then a curve y : lR+M is called infinitely differentiable, if lay : IR-M&!Z belongs to 
ZY(lR, E). The tangent spaces T”M, n E /N, are inductively defined as the images of 
the restrictions of the corresponding d-operators 6 : W”(R, T"- 'E)+T"E to 
%“‘(R, T”- ‘M). This gives us the corresponding tangent premanifolds (T’M, T”E), 
no (N, with J-operators 6:ZY(R,T”M)-T”+‘M. Finally, we say that a map 
9:M*N between premanifolds is smooth, if there exists a sequence (T”(p) of 
continuous maps T”9 : TnM+TRN, n E h\l, satisfying the same conditions as stated 
above in the case of convenient vector spaces. The category .3. Hsmoolh of premani- 
folds and smooth maps is then shown to be also Cartesian closed. 
Section 3 is devoted to single out those premanifolds which we shall call 
convenient manifolds and to establish the categorical properties of the ensuing 
category -/(sm&,. The main idea is as follows: In order to be able to speak of fiber 
linearity of the tangent operator T, one wants to select for every pair of tangent 
vectors (x,eJ ETM at the same point x~M a smooth map 9 : lR2+M satisfying 
9(0,0) =X and ai9(0,0) = ei for i = 1,2. Finally, this selection should depend smoothly 
on the pairs (x, ei) E TM. It turns out that the following condition is adequate: Let 
TMnTM denote the Whitney sum of TM with itself and let 8:S(lR,TM)* 
TMnTM be defined by 6: y-y(O) A6(n"y) where n :TM-+M denotes the 
projection and S(iR,TM) is the premanifold of smooth curves to TM. Then we call 
Ma convenient manifold if there exists a smooth map d : TM A TM*S(R, TM) such 
that 608 = identity. One checks immediately that convenient vector spaces are also 
convenient manifolds. The category _/(s,,,o& is again Cartesian closed, the tangent 
functor T is now fiber linear with a natural fiber addition orA :T rT+T. One has 
also natural smooth isomorphisms o : T(Mll N) z TMfl TN, I : S(Mll N, P) = 
S(M, S(N, P)), r : TS(M, N) i= S(M, TN), a natural flip involution J. : T2M+T2M 
reflecting the symmetry of higher derivatives and satisfying A2 = identity. In short: 
the category -/(s,,,oorh has, from the categorical point of view, all the properties which 
one can expect. 
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1. A review of the category of convenient real vector spaces and smooth maps 
First recall from [I] that a convenient (real) vector space is a compactly generated 
(real) vector space of type CC(M), where M is a sequentially complete (locally) 
convex (hausdorff) vector space, and CC : Y’% Y -+ ‘6’3 1 denotes the evident functor 
which associates with a convex vector space the same underlying vector space but 
equipped with the final topology with respect to the inclusion of all compact 
subsets. Then %’ Y c,,nt denotes the corresponding category of convenient vector 
spaces and continuous maps and ‘6 Y iin the category of convenient vector spaces and 
continuous linear maps. For these categories the following two basic theorems [ 1, 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.71 have been proved: 
Theorem 1.1. The category % Y cOnI has arbitrary products and is Cartesian closed 
with internal (horn)-functor C : ‘6’ Y F&,, x % Y conI -+ (6 Y conr. The topology for 
products with respect to %‘fcont is the compactly generated topology associated to 
the usual product topology for topological spaces. The function spaces C(E, F) of 
continuous maps carry the compactly generated topology associated to the compact- 
open topology. The reals R are a generator and a cogenerator for % v EOnt. Finally, 
there exists the evident functor extension C : ??:Pp x ‘6 f cOnI + V f cOnt where C(X, E) 
has the compactly generated topology associated to the compact-open topology. 
Theorem 1.2. The category Z ylin is complete, cocomplete, additive, and R is a 
generator and a cogenerator. Moreover, V $ /in is symmetric multiplicatively closed 
with R as unit. Here the internal functor L : %’ Y i”, x % Y lin-’ % Y lin is given by 
L(E, F) = CGoLCO(E, F), and the multiplicative functor @ : %’ v lin x z v lin --* v v lin 
satisfies L(E@ F, G) = L(E, L(F, G)) = L2(E, F, G) where L2 denotes the corres- 
ponding bilinear functor. Further, every convenient vector space E is naturally 
embedded into its double dual E**= L(L(E, I?), R), and finally there exists the 
evident functor extension L : ‘6’Y”p x V I tin -+ g I ,in. 
Now let us review the notion of smoothness for maps between convenient vector 
spaces and the properties of the corresponding category ~5’ s smoorh. Since the notion 
of smoothness given below will turn out to be the same as the one defined in [l], we 
do not have to give the proofs of the entailing conclusions in detail. But the process 
below will be different from the process in [I], and because this new process will 
carry over to manifolds, we shall nevertheless indicate proofs whenever we consider 
it necessary. 
Notational remark. From now on the letters E, F, G will always designate con- 
venient (real) vector spaces whether or not this is stated explicitly. 
Definition 1.3. A curve y: R-+E is called (ContinuousIy) differentiable, if there 
exists a continuous curve dy : R-tE such that for any fixed rE R holds: 
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,&, $ i Y(’ + 0 - y(f)} = dy(r). 
Conclusions. If a curve y : lR+E is differentiable, then y is continuous and dy is 
unique. If RI,,,~J denotes the closed convex hull of the set {dy(r)) rl I rrr,) with 
respect o the sequentially complete convex vector space LC(E) associated to E, then 
y(rz) - y(r,) E (rz - r,)Kt,I,,I for differentiable y : IR +E. This is, respectively follows 
from, the fundamental lemma (mean value theorem) of differential calculus [l, 
Lemma 3.61. 
Definition 1.4. A map 9: IRflX-E, where X is a compactly generated space, is 
called (continuously) differentiable in the first variable iR, if 9 is continuous and if 
there exists a continuous map d19 : il?llX-+E such that for any fixed (r,x) E IRflX 
holds: 
lim _!_ {9(r+ t,x)-9(r,x)] =d,(p(r,x). 0+1-o t
Conclusions. If 9: [RilX-E is differentiable in the first variable, then 
dt9: lRflX+E is unique. If further BR,9: IRllXlllR+E is the map defined by 
fIR,cp(r,x,O)=O and 0R19(r,x,t)={9(r+t,x)-9(r,x))/t-d,cp(r,x) for t#O, then 
BR ,9 is also continuous. Since this has not been proved in [l], we prove it: 
Consider for any fixed (T,x, t) E RilXtl IR the curve Y(~,~,,,: [R+E defined by 
~(~,~,,)(s)=f {9(f+st,x)-9CO(f,x))--d19(f,x) for tit0 
and Y(~,.~,~,(s) = 0. Clearly the curves Y(~,&~) are differentiable with derivative 
dy,,,,,(s) = d,cpV+sW - d,9(r,x) zr WJ, ks). 
The so-defined function f: IRilXll IRll lR+E is continuous, and satisfies 
Qr, x, 0,O) = 0. Therefore, if (re,xe) E G? IlX is fixed and K is any closed convex zero 
neighborhood in LC(E), there exist positive real numbers S and E and a neighbor- 
hood N(re,x,-,) of (fc,x,,) in il?llX such that T(r,x, t,s) E K whenever (r,x) ~N(r,,,xe) 
and Jtl<:6, JsI CE. From the form of f we deduce that this implies f(r,x, t,s) E K 
whenever (r,x) E N(re,xe), 1 t) < &, 1s) 5 1. Hence the fundamental lemma gives 
Y(r.w,r,(l) - J$,&O) = Y t~,,x,o(l)= ~R,~VJ,~)ER 
whenever (f,x)EN(r,,,xc) and ItI <de. Therefore 8R,9: I?llXll IR-rLC(E) is con- 
tinuous which in turn implies that OR,9: IRllXn lR+E is continuous as claimed. 
As a corollary of the continuity of BRt9 we have: 
A continuous map 9 : IRllX+E is differentiable in the first variable, iff the 
canonically associated curve 9: IR-rC(X, E) is differentiable, and then c9=d@ 
holds. 
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Definition 1.5. A map p : IRll R-E is called partially differentiable, if a, is con- 
tinuous and if there exist continuous maps dip : Rll R-+E (i= 1,2) such that for any 
fixed (r, s) E IR fl IR hold: 
and 
lim L ((p(r+t,s)--(r,S)}=d,~(f.s) OfI- c 
Conclusions. If (p: Rll lR+E is partially differentiable, then the dip are unique. If 
d = ( 1 R, 1 s> : IRK II? fl IR denotes the diagonal and a, : IR ll R-E is partially differenti- 
able, then pod : fRdE is a differentiable curve and d(pod ) = (drop + dzp)Dd. 
Definition 1.6. A curve y : lR+E is infinitefy differentiable, if there exist curves 
d”y: I’R-+E for all nEN, such that d”y=y and d”+‘y=d(d”y). 
Conclusions. If y: I?-E is infinitely differentiable, then the d”y are unique, 
continuous, and infinitely differentiable. If 
‘2(R,E)=(y:R-rE~ycontinuouslinear}, 
%,“(I?, E) = {y : F?+EJ y infinitely differentiable}, 
Q(R,E)={y:IR-*E~ycontinuous), 
one has Q( I?, E) c D"( IR, E) c G( IR, E) as vector spaces. 
Definition 1.7. A map CJI : iRflX+E is called infinitely differentiable in the first 
variable IR, if there exist continuous maps d;yl: lRllX-+E for all ne N such that 
dya,=p and d~+‘e?=d,(d~~). 
Conclusions. If ~0 : iRllX+E is infinitely differentiable in the first variable, then the 
d;(o are unique, continuous, and themselves infinitely differentiable in the first 
variable. By induction one has that a continuous map (p: RflX+E is infinitely 
differentiable in the first variable R, iff the canonically associated curve @: IF?-+ 
C(X,E) is infinitely differentiable, and then dT= d”@ holds. 
Definition 1.8. Let E be a convenient vector space. Then the nth tangenr space T% 
of E is defined recursively for any n E fN by TOE= E, TIE= TE =EflE, T”+ ‘E = 
T(T=E). 
Definition 1.9. Let E be a convenient vector space and 
Z!,“(R, E) = {y : R-El y infinitely differentiable}. 
Then one defines the S-operator S= dE: W’(lR, E)-+TE by 6 : y- (y(O), d?(O)). 
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Conclusion. For any E the d-operator 6 : Dm(lR, E)-+TE is linear and surjective. 
Definition 1.10. Let 9 : EdF be a given map. Then 9 is called smooth if there exists 
for any n E N a continuous map T”9 : T”E-+T”F such that: 
0) T”9=9, 
(ii) for every n E N the map T”9 induces by composition the map 
(T”(p), :~)“(m,TRE)~~)“(IR,T”F), 
(iii) for every n E N the diagram 
P’(lR,T”E) (T”O). %“(R,T”F) 
T""V T”+‘E - TR+‘F 
commutes. 
Conclusions. If 9 : E-+F is smooth, the T”9 are unique and themselves mooth for 
every n E N. If 9 : E+F and w : F-+G are smooth, then their composition 
(909) :E+G is smooth and T”(~,~~rp)=T”yl~T”rp. The identity map l,:E+E is 
smooth, with T”l,= lrnE. If 
?(E, F) = { 9 : E-, FI 9 continuous linear}, 
8(E,F)={9:E*Flcpsmooth}, &(E, F) = { 9 : Ed F / 9 continuous}, 
then Q(E, F) C 8(E, F) C &(E, F) as vector spaces. 
The functions T”, : G(E, F)d@(T”E, T”F), defined by T”, : 9 w T”9, are linear and 
injective for every n E IN. Obviously we have G( lR,E) = Da( R,E). 
Notational remark. From now on we shall use the notation e(K?,E) instead of 
V(lR,E) and we shall speak of smooth curves instead of infinitely differentiable 
ones. 
Definition 1.11. The category of convenient vector spaces and smooth maps will be 
denoted by ‘6 Y smoolh. 
Conclusions. We have V Y li”C %‘f smoorhC V Y COn, as categories. The category 
KY smooth has arbitrary products, calculated as before (i.e. for ‘6’ Y &. The tangent 
operator T : ?I Y rmoorh -+ K I smooth, defined by T : E- TE and T : 9 _ T9, is a functor. 
The diagram 
(1.1) 
‘4 Y lin- ~ Y lin X %’ Y lin -2-3 % Y {in 
1 1 
T 
%Y smooth 
l %Y smooth 
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commutes. 
A smooth map a: E-F is continuous linear iff Ta=cwlla. The maps rr= 
zE: TE+E, defined by rr : (x, e) -x, and 0 = OE: E-TE, defined by 0 :x- (x, 0), are 
smooth and define natural transformations n : T+ 1 G ,rmmrh and 0 : 1 L ,lmmIh +T. 
Clearly 1700 = identity. The functors 
and 
are naturally isomorphic with the smooth (linear) isomorphism w : T*ll- 
flo(TxT) defined by w= (Tproj,,Tprojz) :T(ElflE2)-+TE,flTE2. 
Before investigating function spaces of smooth maps, we introduce the notion 
(and our notation) of the Whitney sum of TE with itself. Then the fiber linearity of 
the functor T will be shown, and finally the relations between T and partial functors 
Ti in case of smooth maps from a product will be discussed. 
Definition 1.12. The fiber product (Whitney sum) of TE with TE is defined by 
TE n TE = E fl E/l E. For i = 1,2, one has projections proj” : TE A TE-TE, defined 
by proj p : (x, el, ez)- (x, e,) and projf : (x, e,, ez)- (x, ez). Finally, the fiber addition 
at=a A : TE ATE-TE is defined by ac : (x,el,e2)-(x,e, +ez). 
Conciusions. The diagram 
proj i_ I 
TE n 
TE 
I 
n 
E 
is a Cartesian square in v Y SmOO[h. 
Therefore, if p: E+F is smooth, there exists a unique smooth map 
TV c TV : TE n TEdTF G TF rendering the diagram 
TEnTEsT, 
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commutative. Hence the fiber product defines a functor T G T : K I smooth -+ 55’ fs,,,,&, 
with natural transformations proj,G : T c T+T for i= 1,2. Since T A T has been 
obtained by pulling back x along n, we shall denote elements of TEaTE by 
(x, er) n (x, e2). 
Theorem 1.13. Fiber addition a * : T A T+T is a natural transformation. 
Proof. Let 9 : E-, F be smooth and (x, e,) c (x, e2) E TE A TE. Select smooth curves 
yi: [R-E such that 6(yi)=(x,e;) for i= 1.2. NOW define K: lRlllR+E by K(~,s)= 
y,(r) + y*(s) -x. Then K is evidently partially differentiable and KOA : iR-+lRll R+E 
is smooth with derivative d(Kod) = (dlK + d$c)Od. Therefore B(Ko~) = (x, el + e2) = 
CY *((x, el) A (x, e2)). But now 
T9~aA((x,e,)A(x,e,))=T9(x,e,+e2)=T9o~(Kod)=B(9aKod) 
= (9x, d(9”K0d)(0)) 
= (9x, d,(9°K)(0, 0) + dz(a°K)(O, 0)) 
= (9x3 d(9 o Y M-3 + d(cp o YZ)@)) 
= a *((9x, d(9 O Y I)@)) A (9~ d(9 o Ye 
= Q * 0 (T9 c Trp)((x, e,) A (x, ez)). 
Conclusions. Since fiber addition cz* is natural, the tangent operator T is fiber 
additive and therefore fiber linear. The fiber linearity of T in turn implies that the 
definition of smoothness given here coincides with the definition given in [l]. 
Definition 1.14. Let 9: E,flE2+F be smooth. Then partial tangents T19: TE,ll 
E2*TF and T29: E, llTE,+TF are defined by commutativity of the following 
respective diagrams: 
TE,flE, T’(P * TF E, flTE2 T”P * TF 
hE, noE2 
! 
OE, nITE? 
i i 
TV 
TE,llTE2 TE,ilTE2 w-l T(E,nE,) 
Conclusions. If 9: ElnE2-+F is smooth, then T,9 and T29 are smooth and the 
outer side of the following diagram commutes: 
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w, l-i E2) 
tn TPWI.TP~OJ:) 
* E,t-lTE, 
(Tprojl.n*Tpro]?) 
Since the lower square is Cartesian, there exists a unique smooth map 
[TIp,T2~] : T(E, llE2)+TFa TF as indicated such that the diagram commutes. 
Using the fiber linearity of the tangent operator T and the additivity of the category 
‘t’ P (in, one proves that a Ao [T,yl, T2p] = TV. We shall express this by writing TV = 
T,v$T~v) in order to symbolize that for (p: ElflE2’F the tangent map 
TV : T(E, llE2)+TF is the fiber sum of the partial tangents Tip. 
We now turn to function spaces of smooth maps and prove Cartesian closedness 
of the category ‘6’ I smooth. 
Definition 1.15. Let S(E, F) denote the vector space Gj(E, F) of smooth maps from 
E to F equipped with the convenient opology induced by the linear injective map 
(T”, ) : S(E, F)-+ “0, C(T”E,T”F) where (T”, > : c~*(T”cp). 
Conc/u.sions. The following maps are continuous linear and therefore smooth: 
T”, : S(E, F)-rC(T”E, T”F) where T”, : p - T”p, 
(T”, > : S(E, F)-* ngo C(TnE, T”F) where (T”, > : cp - (T”v), 
T”, : S(E, F)+S(T”E, T”F) where T”, : rp - T”~J, 
(T”, > : S(E, F)+ “no S(T”E, T”F) where (T”, > : v- (T’@); 
d”: S(lR,E)+S(R,E) 
6:S(R,E)-+TE 
where d”: y- d”y, 
where 6 : Y - (Y(O), dy(O)), 
where r:(cp,)-(cp,), 
where 5-l: P-(proj,oV). 
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This is immediate from the definition of S(E, F) and Cartesian closedness of ‘6 Y cOnl. 
Since TS(E, F) = S(E, F) ll S(E, F) and S(E, Tf) = S(E, Fll F), the last two maps 
above provide also smooth (linear) diffeomorphisms T = rtLF) : TS(E, F)-S(E, TF) 
and r-i= r;EfO: S(E, TF)+TS(E, F), inverse to each other. 
Lemma 1.16. Evaluation E=E(~,~:S(E,F)I~E-F, defined by E:((D,x)-px, is 
smooth. 
Proof. Since To# : S(E,F)+C(E,F) is continuous, and since % r cOnI is Cartesian 
closed, it follows that E : S(E,F)ll E-+F is continuous. Next we show that E induces 
by composition E+ :6(lR,S(E,F)llE)+3(iR,F): For this, let yI: lR-,S(E,F) and 
y2: R+E be smooth curves and consider the map ao(y,ll y2) : IRfl R+F. This map is 
evidently partially differentiable with the partial derivatives di(eo(Y, ll yz)) rendering 
the following diagrams commutative: 
wm dt(c’OiflYz)l ., *F+-==- TF 
(n.dn)n?z 
i 
TS(E, F) r-l E qE.f>nlE + S(E, Tb) l-l E 
Hence ~0 (vt, y2) is differentiable and 
If we put 
e,=qFne(Yt,dyt): ~-W,TF), e2= y2: IR-E, 
o,=T.~y~: R-S(TE,TF), BZ= (~2, dy,) : R--W, 
we can write 
Now the differentiability of d(eo (y,, y2)) clearly can be deduced by the same 
arguments which were used to establish differentiability of E o (Y ,, y2). Iteration then 
proves smoothness of e” (rt, y2). 
NOW define T,E:TS(E,F)I~E*TF by T,E= qE,TnO(?cE,OF)n lE) and define 
T2e: S(E,F)llTE-,TF by T2~=~~TE,T~0(Ttc il ATE). Finally, put TE=T~E$T~E. 
Then an easy caiculation shows that the diagram 
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G( I?, S(E, F) 17 E) A WR F) 
T(S(E, F) I-l E) -% TF 
commutes. Therefore TE is the tangent map of E (and the T,E are the partial 
tangents). Finally, the form of the Tie (i= 1,2) together with the definition of TE as 
the fiber sum T,e+T2e shows that the essential parts of our arguments may be 
iterated. Hence smoothness of evaluation follows. 
Lemma 1.17. If v : F- G is smooth, then y/, : S(E, F)-S(E, G), defined by rc/. : p- 
~0 p,. is smooth. 
Proof. Continuity of cy, is evident from the commutative diagram 
SW, F) A SK G) 
fjo C&E, T”F) - 
I-i (T"wL 
,fj, C(T’E, T”G) 
Next comes that v/* induces by composition we* : B(R, S(E, F))-%(R, S(E, G)): This 
means to prove that, for any smooth curve y : R-S(E, F), the curve I,U, =y : I?-+ 
S(E, G) is smooth. For this, one considers, for any n E N, the commutative diagram 
lRl-lT”E 
YnlT”E I 
S(E,F)flT”E Y.nlT”E ) S(E, G) l-l T”E 
T:nl*"E 
- C(T”E, T”G) I-l T”E 
S(T”E, T”F) tlT”E S(T’E, T”G) II T”E 
n 
T”F TW T”G T”G 
By the preceding lemma, &(TnE,Tmfl : S(T”E, T”F) fl T”E+T”F is smooth. Therefore 
~TY.TW(T$ “v/s 0 y fl 1 TRE) : iT? ll T”E+T”G is smooth. Hence the canonically 
associated curve T”, 0 w. oy : IR-C(T”E, T”G) is smooth by using the conclusions 
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established after Definition 1.7. Since S(E, G) carries the convenient topology 
induced by (TR,) : S(E,G)+ n~=,C(TnE,TnG), we can now conclude that 
V. “y : IR-S(E, G) is smooth. 
Now define by Ty/ * = T&!Q~(Tv/), e s(~,p): TS(E,F)*TS(E, G). Then a trivial 
calculation shows that the diagram 
Wk SE 0) G)) 
TS(E,F) * TS(K G) 
commutes. The form of TV* finally assures us that, by iteration, w* becomes 
smooth. 
Lemma 1.18. If cp :E-F is smooth, then rp *:S(F,C)+S(E,G), defined by cp*: I,Y- 
v/o(p, is smooth. 
Proof. Since cp * is linear, continuity of q* implies smoothness. But continuity of ~0 * 
follows immediately from the commutative diagram 
SK G) A SW, G) 
CT:) 
i 
(T”,) 
n!, C(T”ET”G) n (T”rp)’ , fj, ,-‘(T~E, T,,~) 
Lemma 1.19. Insertion q = qCEvF): E-*S(F, En F), defined by ve: f - (e,f), is 
smooth. 
Proof. Clearly ~7 =K+A, with K: E-,S(F,EllF) the constant map defined by 
tee :f - (0, f) and A : E-+S(F, E fl F) the linear map defined by Ae : f - (e, 0). Since for 
every eE E the map le: F-+EllF is constant, continuity of A follows. Therefore K 
and I are smooth maps, which implies the lemma. 
Lemmas 1.16 to 1.19 inclusively give: 
Theorem 1.20. The category VYL;,,,~~~~ is Cartesian closed with internal functor 
s : v ” :!fmoth x g ‘I ;moorh --+ +? %nooth .
In the remaining part of this section we shall establish the natural isomorphism 
A : TZ +T* reflecting the symmetry of higher derivatives. 
First we generalize the &operator 6: S(lR, -)dT to a*: S(R*, -)*T*. 
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Definition 1.21. The 62-operafor S2: S(lR2, -)+T2 is defined for any E by a2= 
8;: S(R2, E)-+T2E with 
d2 : v, - (~(4 O), d,N, O), d, e@, ‘2, d , d2&), 0)). 
Conclusions. Since R2= iRll R and the category % I smooth is Cartesian closed, we 
know that the function spaces S(lR2,E) and S(R, S(lR, E)) are naturally isomorphic. 
Denoting this diffeomorphism by I: S(R2, E)-+S(IR,S(lR,E)), one has Sg= 
STE~(6E)+~~. Therefore 62: S(R2, -)-+T 2 is natural. Moreover, if (x, el, e2, e) E T2E, 
and if a,:R2-+E is the smooth map defined by ~(r,s)=x+se,+re~+rse, then 
d2(cp) = (x, el, e2, e). Thus we see that d2 : S(R2, E)-T2E is surjective for any E. 
Definition 1.22. Let AE:T2E-+T2E denote the smooth map defined by 
AE: (x, e,, ez, e)- (x, e2, e,, e). The map AE will be called the flip involution of T2E. 
Theorem 1.23. The flip involution A : T 2-*T2 is a natural (linear) isomorphism 
satisfying 12= lrz. Zf v*:S(lR2, -)-+S(R2, -) denotes the natural (linear) iso- 
morphism interchanging the factors of IR 2, then A : T2-+T2 is the unique natural 
transformation satisfying a20 v * = A 0 6 2. 
Proof. Let ~1: R2= Rfl R+E be smooth. By [I, Theorem 3.191 we know that 
d,d2~=d2dl~. Hence the diagram 
S(lR2, E) L SW’, 0 
T2E 1 T2E 
commutes. Because d2 : S(iR2, E)-*T2E is surjective, 1 is uniquely determined by this 
property. The naturality of A now follows from the diagram 
SW29 E) 
V. 
* W2,F) 
Y- 
i. 
i I L 
TZETlCd TzF 
SW’, E) W. 
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In this diagram all the outside squares commute. Hence, by surjectivity of 62, the 
inside square commutes also. Evidently one has 11*= I+. 
We summarize the essential properties of the category V 1 imooth: 
(A) The basic functors are: 
(1) the product functor il : g Y;,,,,,~,, x g #;,,,t,, + VY;,,,~~, 
(2) the tangent functor T : %‘V&,oth --, V T;,,,,,~~, 
(3) the fiber product functor T AT : VT.;,.,,,,~~,,+ %‘7smooth, 
(4) the internal functor S : VP t&,oth x V F smooch 4 V Vsmoot~. 
(B) The basic natural transformations are: 
(1) the projection rr : T* 1 % ,lmw,h with nE: TE+E defined by rrE: (x,e)-x, 
(2) the O-section 0: 1 b rrmmrh +T with OE: E+TE defined by OE: x- (x, 0), 
(3) the isomorphism u:To lid ll o(TxT) with o~~,,~~):T(E~~~E’)~TE~TE* 
defined by 
~J(E,,E,) : (~1~2, eb e2) - (x1, ebx2, e2), 
(4) The &operator 6: S(lR, -)+T with dE: S(lR,E)dTE defined by 
8~: Y - (r(O), dy(O)), 
(5) the d2-operator a*: S(lR*, -)*T* with 8:: S(iR*, E)-+TzE defined by 
8: : P - (co(4 (3, &Co@, O>, dMl 01, d , d,dQ ON, 
(6) the isomorphism I: S~il”P+SO(l xS) given by Cartesian closedness with 
I(&~,~): S(EllF, G)-S(E,S(F, G)) defined by 
+E,F,G):I~-@ where @x(Y)=~P(x,Y), 
(7) the isomorphism t:ToS+So(l XT) with r,,,:TS(E,F)~S(~,TTF) defined 
by 
7(EF): (lol~cD2)~ (VlrCOZ), 
(8) the flip involution 1: T*+T* with AE: T*E-T*E defined by 
A E: (x9 el, e2, e) - (xv e2, % e), 
(9) the fiber addition on : T o T-T with 1y,$ : TE n TE+TE defined by 
a~:(~,el)n(x,e2)-(x,e,+e2). 
2. The category of convenient premanifolds and smooth maps 
The category % 1 smoolh is not complete. This, because smooth maps are more 
general than continuous linear maps but the objects of K’rsmoott, have not been 
generalized accordingly. In this section we shall examine the properties of a very 
large category, whose objects are called premanifolds, and which is complete. 
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Definition 2.1. A (convenienf) premanifold M is any compactly generated subspace 
(not necessarily vector subspace!) of any convenient vector space. More precisely, a 
premanifold is an ordered pair (M, E), where E is a convenient vector space and M is 
a subset of E equipped with the compactly generated subspace topology. 
Definition 2.2. A curve y: IRdM to a premanifold (ME) is called infinitely 
differentiable, if the curve 10y : lR-rMc+E is infinitely differentiable in the sense of 
Definition 1.6. The set of all infinitely differentiable curves to M is denoted by 
WVR,W 
Definition 2.3. Let (it4,E) be a premanifold. Then the tangent space TM of M is 
defined as the compactly generated subspace of TE which is the image of the 
restriction of the d-operator dE: D-(/f?, E)+TE to XJW(lR,M). Therefore (TMTE) is 
again a premanifold and the corresponding surjective map from W’(R,M) to TM 
defines the &operator 6=dM: a”(R,M)*TM for premanifolds. The definition of 
tangent space is then extended to all ne !74 by putting T”M=M and T”+ ‘M= 
T(T”M). 
Definition 2.4. Let (M, E) and (N,F) be premanifolds and let 9:M*N be a map. 
Then 9 will be called smoofh if there exist continuous maps T”9 : T”M+TnIM for all 
n E h\l such that: 
(i) T”9=9, 
(ii) for every nE N the map T”9 induces by composition the map 
(T”9),, : W’(R, T”M)-Gm(‘(IR, T”N), 
(iii) for every n E iN the diagram 
W(Il?,TW) (T”B). a”(R,T”N) 
T”*‘V T”+‘M - T”+‘N 
commutes. 
Conclusions. If 9 : M-N is smooth, the T”9 are unique and themselves smooth for 
all n E h\l. If 9 : M-N and w : N-P are smooth, their composition ~09: M-P is 
smooth and T”(wo~)= T”y/~T”yl. The identity map l,M: M-A.4 is smooth with 
T”lm= lrnm. If B(M,N) denotes the set of smooth maps from M to N, one defines 
functions T”, : Q(iW,N)-+G(T”M,T”N) by T”, : 9)c-T”9 and observes that these 
functions are the restrictions of the correspondingly defined linear injective maps 
T”, : G(M, F) 4 G(T”M, T”F). Clearly 6( IR, M) = Sm( R, M). 
Notational remark. From now on we shall use the notation G(lT?,M) instead of 
5QD”(R,M) and we shall speak of smooth curves instead of infinitely differentiable 
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ones. Moreover, the letters M, N, P will always designate convenient premanifolds 
whether or not this is stated explicitly. 
Definition 2.5. The category of convenient premanifolds and smooth maps will be 
denoted by 9--lsmooth. 
Conclusions. We have g ~~~~~~~ c Yuksmooth as a full subcategory. A map cp :M-N 
is smooth, iff the map 10cp : M+NGF is smooth, where (N, F) is any premanifold. 
The category 3~-k*smooth is complete, with equalizers and products calculated as 
usual. The tangent operator T : 9w)-lsmooth -) ~J?~,,,~,,~~, defined by T : M-TM and 
T : (P-TV, is a functor. The maps 71= 7c M: TM-M, defined by n : (x, e) -x and 
O=OM: M-TM, defined by 0 :x-(x,0), exist, are smooth, and define natural 
transformatrons II : T + 1 + y,,,,h and 0 : 1 r’ t_,ourh HT. Clearly no0 = identity. Finally, 
the functors 
and 
are naturally isomorphic with the smooth isomorphism w : To il+ ll o (T x T) defined 
by w = <Tproj,,Tprojz) :T(M,flM+TM,llTM2. 
Before investigating function spaces of smooth maps, we consider as in Section 1 
the notion of the fibre product (Whitney sum) of TM with itself. 
Definition 2.6. Let (M,E) be a premanifold. The fiberproduct (Whitney sum) of A4 
with itself is then defined by 
TMATM={(x,e,)A(x,ez)ETEATE[(x,ei)ETMfori=I,2). 
For i = I,2 we define projections proj” : TM A TM-TM by proj f : (x, e,) n (x, e2) - 
(x,er) and projf : (x,e,) A (x,e*)-(x,eZ). 
Conclusions. (TM n TM, TE n TE) is a premanifold. The square 
TMn TM= TM 
is Cartesian in ~~-/fsmooth. Hence T n T : ~._k’smoorh * .?.,/(smo,,th, where T n T : M- 
TMn TM and T n T: Q-T~ G Tyl, is a functor. Here Ty, A TV denotes the unique 
smooth map such that for i= 1,2 one has projko(Tp c Tv)=To*proj”. The 
projections proj” : T o T-T are thus natural transformations. 
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Definition 2.7. Let 9 : MI llkf, -N be smooth. Then the partial tangents 
T,cp:TMIilM,-TN and Tz9:M,flTM2-TN 
are defined by commutativity of the following respective diagrams: 
Conclusions. If 9:M, llM2+N is smooth, then Ti9 and T29 are smooth. Hence 
there exists a unique smooth map [T,9, T$] : T(M, llM2)+TN a TN such that 
T,~~~(Tproj1,n~Tproj2) =projf0[Tpp,TT2pl 
and 
T~0(rr~Tproj,,Tprojz)=proj~~[T,9,T29]. 
Finally, if N is a convenient vector space F, the equation T9=a~o[Tt9,T29J = 
Ti9 $ T29 holds, where a * F : TF A TF+TF denotes the fiber addition for TF. 
We come to the consideration of function spaces of smooth maps between 
premanifolds. 
Definition 2.8. Let (M, E) and (N, F) be premanifolds. Denote by S(M, F) the vector 
space of smooth maps from M to F equipped with the convenient opology induced 
by the linear injective map (T”, > : S(M, F)-* n ,“=OC(T’%4, T”F) where (T”,) : 9- 
(T”9). Since @(MN) = {9 : M+Nj 9 smooth} is a subset of S(M, F), one obtains a 
premanifold S(M,N) by inducing on G(M,N) the compactly generated subspace 
topology with respect to S(M, F). 
Conclusions. The following maps are evidently smooth: 
T”, : S(M, N)-, C(TW, T’W) where T”, : 9 - T”9, 
(‘I-“, ) : SW, N) ---t ,fl, CWM, WV where (T”,) : 9~(T”9), 
T”, : S&f, N) -S(TnA4, T’YV) where T”, : 9 - T”9, 
(T”,) :S(M,N)+“gO S(T’34,T”N) where (T”,) : 9-(T”9), 
6 : S(R,M)+TM where S : Y - (Y(O), WW, 
where r: (9,)~ (9,>, 
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T-~:S(M, F, N,)- r, S(M,N,) where r-‘:(p-(proj,OCo). 
The smooth (linear) maps d”:S(lR,E)-S(W,E) with d”:y-d”y do not extend to 
premanifolds. But if y: R-M is a smooth curve to a premanifold (M,E). there 
obviously exists a unique smooth curve ( y. dy) : IRdTM such that the diagram 
\ 
(y.dy) 
\, J 
TM 
commutes. And this association y- (y,dy) clearly extends to a smooth map 
S(R,M)~S(R,TM). 
Below we shall prove the lemmas sufficient to make sure that the category 
9~-/Csmooth is Cartesian closed. 
Lemma 2.9. Evaluation E=E(~,~?: S(M,N)tlM*N, defined by E: (&x)-VX, is 
smooth. 
Proof. First consider the case N=F, i.e. N is a convenient vector space. Since 
TO, : S(M, F)-X&V, F) is continuous, wehave continuity of E : S(M, F) llM*F. The 
proof that E induces by composition E l :G(I’R,S(M,F)I~M)-G(R,F) is entirely 
analogous to the one given in case that M= E (Lemma 1.16). Hence we omit it. 
Now, because N= F, the diffeomorphism r : TS(M, F)*S(M, TF) exists. Therefore 
we may also define TE : T(S(M,F)llM)-+TF in exactly the same way as we did for 
M= E, and the same arguments, used to prove the smoothness of evaluation in case 
of convenient vector spaces apply also here to give us smoothness of 
E : S(M, F) llM-+F. Finally, the genera1 case of an arbitrary premanifold (N, F) is 
now settled by observing that the diagram 
S(h4,N)i-M~ N 
1 1 
S(A4,F)l-M~ F 
commutes. 
Lemma 2.10. Let (M,E) and (N,F) be premanifolds. Then the restriction of the 
smooth (linear) map T = ‘5@,F) : TS(M, F) -S(iW, TF) to the premanifold TS(M, N) 
factors smoothly through the premanifofd S(M, TN) as 
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Proof. First we prove existence of K : G(R, S(M,F))-&(M, S(fR, F)) with K : y- I 
where 9x(f) = yt(x): Since y : R+S(M,F) is a smooth curve, we obtain from Lemma 
2.9 that P ~,E(,~.~~((Y IllAM): lRflM+F is smooth. Continuity of y’:M-+S(lR,F) is 
equivalent o continuity of d”~y’:M+S(R,F)-,C(lR,F) for all n E h\l, and this in turn 
is, by Cartesian closedness of %’ I COntr equivalent o continuity of ~~~,~~(d”~~ll I ,R) = 
d;jj: RllM-rF. But d?P is continuous, since J is smooth. Next we have to prove y’ 
induces by composition 
r’* : o(R,M)-6(R,S(R,F)). 
To see this, let Q: lR-+M be a smooth curve. Then yoe: R-S(R,F) is smooth iff 
E~,~,~o(~~Q~~ lIR): RflR-F is smooth, by Cartesian closedness of %%smoort,. If 
v: lRilR+RfliR denotes the smooth map defined by v: (r,s)-(s,r), we have 
~~~,~o(jjo~ll lw)= fo(l ,rzll~)ov. Therefore E~~,~)~(PoQI~ 1 n) is smooth, whence ft 
exists. Next, let i’f : TM-+S(lT?,TF) be the map canonically associated to the smooth 
map 
e~rMTPj~(T*Oynl,,): RilTM+TF, 
and define Tjj by Tp = r$Roi. ” y. The continuity of ?jj, and therefore the continuity 
of Tjj, now follows by the same arguments which were used 
continuity of y: M+S(R,F). 
Finally, a straightforward calculation shows that the diagram 
604 M) 
1. 
’ SW, SW, 0) 
in order to prove 
6 6 
r- ‘(RF) 
TM A S(lR, TF) - TS(R F) 
commutes. Therefore Ty’= T~&!~o?~ is the tangent map for y. The form of Ty’ shows 
that the arguments used to obtain it may be iterated as to establish the smoothness 
of y : M-+S(R, F). This proves existence of K : G(R, S(A4, F))+@(M, S(lR, F)). With 
this map K, it is evident that the diagram 
WR SW, FN c 6P.t SW, F) 
-WV F) r’xR+ S(M, TF) 
commutes. Now, let p~Ts(M,w and choose a smooth curve y: R*S(M,ZV) such 
that 6(y) =p. Since S(M,N) is a premanifold contained in S(M, F), we know that 
10~: lR+S(M,F) is smooth. Thus, by the preceding part, we have ~yy: M+S(R,F) 
smooth and this map clearly factors through S(R,N). Hence the restriction of 
K : 6( $ S(M, F))+ G(M, S(R, F)) to S(R,S(M,N)) factors itself through 
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G(M,S(IR,N)). Therefore CLARKE S(M,TN), which implies T(~,~(P) E S(M, TN) 
for any p E TS(A4, IV). This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2.11. Let (M, E), (N, F), (P, G) be premanifolds, and let w: N+P be 
smooth. Then yr : S(M,N)*S(M, P), defined by t,u* : p- wo(p, is smooth. 
Proof. As usual, one considers first the case P= G, i.e. Pa convenient vector space. 
In this case, the continuity of v/. and the existence of v/** :S(R,S(M,N))-+ 
G(lR, S(M, G)) are established by the same arguments which have been used to prove 
the analogous statements in the case of convenient vector spaces. By using the 
preceding lemma, we define Ty, by 
and, again using the arguments of the proof of Lemma 1.17, we obtain that 
VI, : S(M,N)-+S(M, G) is smooth. Finally, the case of an arbitrary premanifold 
(P,G) is settled as follows: Since w . : S(M,N)+S(M,P) is smooth iff 
low*: S(M,N)*S(M,G) is smooth, and because lov+ =(Iov/)+ for I: S(M,P)c, 
S(M, G), smoothness of w* follows. 
Lemma 2.12. Let (M, E), (N,F), (P, G) be premanifolds, and let cp: M+N be 
smooth. Then cp*: S(N,P)dS(M,P), defined by cp*: y- yorp, issmooth. 
Proof. The diagram 
S(N, P) L S(M, P) 
1 1 
S(N, G) 2 SW, G) 
obviously commutes. Therefore, Q * : S(N, P)+(M, P) is the restriction of the linear 
map (a * : S(N, G) -) S(M, G), and this latter map is continuous by Cartesian closedness 
of VY cOnt and the definition of the convenient topology for S(M, G). Hence cp * is 
smooth. 
Lemma 2.13. Insertion q = qtM, N, : M- S(N, Mll N), defined by qx : y - (x, y), is 
smooth for premanifolds (M, E) and (N, F). 
Proof. The commutative diagram 
EL S(N,EllF) 
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reduces the proof to the case of q : E*S(N,EllF), where qe :yw (e,v). But this 
latter q is - as in Lemma 1.19 - the sum of a constant and a continuous linear map. 
Therefore q : M-S(N,MllZV) is smooth. 
Theorem 2.14. The category 9’Armooth is Cartesian closed with internal functor 
S : 9’ %tc~oth x ~-d,,ooth + p-~smooth * 
We summarize the essential properties of the category Y&smcoth: 
(A) The basic functors are: 
(1) the product fUWtOr fl : ~~#/(smoott, X k?/dS,,,o‘,th + ?-tis,,,ooth, 
(2) the tangent functor T : i%-//sm,,oth + ~_4fs,,,o,,th, 
(3) the fiber product fUnCtOr T n T : %)-/(sm,,oth 4 ~dfsmooth, 
(4) the internal fUndOr s : y-/L i&,,th X ~~-/(s,,,oo~h + ~w#s,,,ooth. 
(B) The basic natural transformations are: 
(1) the projection n : T+ 1 PK,,,,th with II,,,,: TM-+M defined by 
7rM: (x,e)-x, 
(2) the O-section 0 : 1 p Ksmw,h-+T with OM: M-+TM defined by 
oM:x-(x,o), 
(3) the isomorphism o: T~fl-+ll~(TxT) with IZIJ~,~,,,~~~,: T(M,flM2)dTM,il 
TM2 defined by 
~(M,,M,):(XI,X2,el,e2)-(xl,el,x2~e2), 
(4) the S-operator 6: S(R, -)-*T with Gici: S(fR, M)-+TM defined by 
BM: Y * (Y(O), dy(O)), 
(5) thed2-operator 62:S(R2,-)+T2with6~:S(R2,M)-+T2Mdefined by 
& : v - (GNO, 01, dzd4 01, d ,P@, Oh d , Qi#l O))> 
(6) the isomorphism I: SQIV’-+S~(~ xS) given by Cartesian closedness with 
+rN,p): S(MllN,P)+S(M,S(N,P)) defined by 
l(,V, N, P) : P - @ where @a) = Co@, u), 
(7) the natural transformation T: ToS+So(I XT) with ~t,$,,~~~: TS(M,N)d 
S(M,TN defined by restriction of r(M,n: TS(M,F)+S(M,TF), where 
Comparing the results for premanifoids with the results obtained for convenient 
vector spaces, one sees that the following properties have been lost: 
(a) the G2-operator d2: S(R2, -)-+T2 is not necessarily surjective for all pre- 
manifolds, 
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(b) the natural transformation r : TOS+SO( 1 x T) is no longer an isomorphism, 
(c) there does not exist a flip involution L : TZ *T*, 
(d) there does not exist a fiber addition a A : T A T+T. 
3. The category of convenient manifolds and smooth maps 
The category 9-Xsmoot~, while being complete, lacks the important properties 
stated at the end of Section 2. This leads to the consideration of a category between 
V %wmh and unsmooth which contains the class of classical finite-dimensional 
smooth manifolds and which still allows all the functors and natural trans- 
formations constructed for % # smWth and summarized at the end of Section 1. 
Definition 3.1. By 6= [evo,60rrr] : S(lR, -)oT-+T AT we denote the natural trans- 
formation with respect to PAsm,,,,th defined by 6= 8,: S(g TM)-+TM A TM where 
6: y++ y(0) A &nay). 
Definition 3.2. A (convenient) manifold M is a premanifold such that 
6: S(iR,TM)+TM A TM splits smoothly; i.e. there exists a smooth map 6 : TM A 
TM-+S(lR,TM) such that 6oa= lTM_rM. 
Definition 3.3. We denote by U&s,OO[h the full subcategory of p&smooth with objects 
the convenient manifolds. 
Proposition 3.4. The category V ~~,-,,&,th is a full subcategory of &s,,-,o,,th. 
Proof. If E is a convenient vector space, we define b:TE ATE-,S([R,TE) by 
d((x,e,) A (x,e2)): t-(x+ te2,e,). Clearly, d is smooth and Joa= lr~_r~. 
Proposition 3.5. If M is a convenient manifold, then 6: S(R,M)-+TM splits 
smoothly. 
Proof. Let d : TM A TM-t S(lR, TM) smoothly split 6 : S( tR, TM)*TM A TM, and 
let injf : TM-TM A TM be defined by inji : (x, e) - (x,0) A (x, e). Then, defining 
G= rrr 08oinj: : TM-TM a TM-W?, TM)-+S(R, M), 
one has d~o=b~n,~b~injf =proj~o6aa~inj, = lTM. 
Proposition 3.6. If N is a convenient manifold, the smooth map 
6, : S(M,SVWN-SW,TN), 
defined by composition, is surjective for any premanifold M. 
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Proof. If Q: TN+S(R,N) smoothly splits 6: S(R,N)+TN, then ~,oc. =(Joa), = 
1 S(M. T&-j * 
Corollary 3.7. For manifolds the smooth map c~~=cS$: S(R2,M)~T2A4 is 
surjective. 
Theorem 3.8. For manifolds, the smooth map T : TS(M,N)-,S(M,TN), given in 
Lemma 2.10, is a smooth isomorphism. 
Proof. Let a:TN-+S(R,N) smoothly split S:S(R,N)*TN; let K:S(M,S(IR,N))+ 
S(R, S(M,ZV)) be defined by K : p-9, where @t(x) = p(t), and let 6 : S(C?, S(M,N))-+ 
TS(M,N) be the &operator for S(M,N). Define T-I : S(M,TN)-+TS(M,N) by 
T-‘=6’K”6*. Then 7°(60~0a,)=6,0~0~0a, = ISCM,TM. Therefore 707-‘= 
lS(M,Th7, and since 7 is obviously injective, the theorem follows. 
Theorem 3.9. If (IV&E) is a manifold, the restriction of the flip involution 
AE: T2E-T2E to T2M factors through T2A4. Hence there exists a flip involution 
AM: T2A4-+T2MforM, 
Proof. The diagram 
S(R2, M) - S(IR2,E) 
T%J - T2E 
commutes. If now v : iR2 + iR2 denotes the smooth map interchanging the factors, the 
diagram 
SW29 M) 
Y. 
’ w 
“\ 
62 
\ 
a* 
/ 
T2,$4 - e’!! 4 T2M 
I 1 
/T2E d&F, 
!,M) 
SP2, El 
v* 
* W2,E) 
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commutes also. Since d2 : S(R2,M)+T2M is surjective by Corollary 3.7, it is 
immediate that AM: T2h4+T2M exists as indicated. Since ,IEoAE= ITzE we also have 
A&AM= 1*2‘&+ 
Theorem 3.10. If (M,E) is a manifold, the restriction of the fiber addition 
at : TE A TE-+TE to TM A TMfactors through TM, thus giving the fiber addition 
a,$ : TM A TMdTM. 
Proof. Let d : TM a TM*S(lR,TM) smoothly split 6: S(lR,TM)+TM A TM, and 
let BTIM: S(iR,TM)+T*M be the d-operator for TM. Then 
and 
TnMo~~Mad=8~~((ll~)M)+Od=proj~~8~d=proj~:TM~TM-,TM. 
If o= (rr,+,)+Ob~injf : TM+S(lR,M) is the smooth splitting of 6: S(R,M)-+TM 
associated with 6 as in Proposition 3.5, then clearly 
6rM=6*“~-‘.=a,: S([R,TM)+(IR,S(R,M))-S(R*,M)-+T*M. 
Therefore, if (x,e,)n(x,e,)ETMnTMand o=~-‘~o.~b((x,e,)r(x,e2)):RxlR- 
M, thenyr(O,O)=x, d,q(O,O)=e,, d2y1(0,0)=e,, and6~A*(~)=6(q~A)=(x,e2+e,)= 
(x, e, + e2) in TM. Here A = ( 1 R, 1 w> : R-R ll R denotes the diagonal map. Hence we 
obtain aa:TMnTM-*TM as claimed, by setting aA=6~A*~l-1~a.0b:TM; 
TM*TM. 
Corollary 3.11. For manifolds, the tangentfunctor T is fiber linear and the fibers of 
n : TM+M are convenient vector spaces. 
Finally, we prove that the category Jsmooth is closed with respect to the basic 
functors ll, T, T A T, S. 
Proposition 3.12. If the M,, IE I, are manifolds, then n,EIM, is a manifold. 
Proof. First observe that the fiber product functor T a T commutes, up to a 
smooth isomorphism, with the product functor Il. Explicitly, this natural smooth 
isomorphism 
is given by 
5 : ((x,). (e,)) a ((x,), (4)) y ((xl9 e,) h (x,, p,)). 
Next we have, by Cartesian closedness of 2 K~,,,~~,,, , the natural smooth isomorphism 
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given by r : (y,) - ( y,>. Finally, the natural smooth isomorphism 
is given by ((x,, e,)) - ((x,), (e,)). Therefore, if 8, : TM, A TM,-+S(IR, TM,) smoothly 
splits 8,: S(R, TM,)*TM, A TM,, we define 
q,,,:T ( ) ( ,y, M, A T ,F, M, 
byb,,W,=u,’ ora nd,o<. It is immediate that this map c?,,~, smoothly splits a,, . 
Let M be a premanifold. Applying T to the fibre product TMA TM, we obtain 
the commutative square 
T(TM A TM) TM? , TIM 
On the other hand, we consider the fiber product T2Ma T2M, defined by the 
Cartesian square 
TzM A TzM prOjp > pM 
Hence we obtain for a manifold M the map 
[lMoTprojf,lMOTprojf] : T(TMA TM)+T2Mn T2M, 
and we have: 
Lemma 3.13. For manifolds, the smooth map 
[lMOTprojf,rlMOTprojf] :T(TMA TM)+T2Ma T2M 
is a smooth isomorphism. 
Proof. If 0: TM-rS(R,M) smoothly splits 6: S(R,M)dTM, let 6: TMfl R-+M be 
the smooth map associated with o. Then the diagram 
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(T’M a T*M) l-l IR proh’nl: T2MnR TIN , TM 
TzMfl IR 
T,d 
- TM --“-M 
commutes. Hence one obtains the smooth map 
[T,6~(projpn1,),T,ci~(proj~nlIR)]:(T2MAT’M)nIR~TMATM. 
Cartesian closedness now gives d : T*M A T*M+S(lR, TM A TM) associated to 
[T,Bo(projpJl l,&,T,&o(proj$fl I&]. 
Finally, a simple calculation shows that &r,WM_T,M 06 : T*M A T*M+T(TM A TM) is 
the smooth inverse of [,I,,,OTprojf,A,+roTprojf]. 
Proposition 3.14. If M is a manifold, then TM is a manifold. 
Proof. If 8: TMA TM+S(iR,TM) smoothly splits 6: S(lR,TM)+TMA TM, then 
A.~7~Td~[~M~Tproj~,A,cI~Tproj~]-1:T2MAT2M-S(IR,T2M) 
smoothly splits Jr,: S(lR,TzM)+T2M A T*M. 
Proposition 3.15. If M is a manifold, then TM A TM is a manifold. 
Proof. Let ai=Tprojf ATprojP:T(TMATM) A T(TMnTM)-T2MAT2M for 
i=1,2. Let ~=[AM~Tproj~,,I,+,~Tproj~]-‘:T2MAT2M-T(TMATM) which 
exists by Lemma 3.13. By Cartesian closedness and Theorem 3.8, the map 
[7-ioprojfi,7-*oproj~]:S(iR,T2MAT2M)-rTS(R,TM) ATS([R,TM) 
also is a smooth isomorphism. Let y denote its inverse. Now, if 8: TMA TM+ 
S( IF?, TM) smoothly splits 8 : S(lR, TM) -TM A TM, another (longer) calculation 
shows that Play~[Tbo~~al,TbopDa2] smoothly splits 
6 rMnTM: S(R, T(TMn TM))-tT(TM n TM) n T(TM c TM). 
Proposition 3.16. If N is a manifold, then S(M, N) is a manifold. 
Proof. Since N is a manifold, we know that r : TS(M,N)-+S(M,TN) is a smooth 
isomorphism (for the proof of Theorem 3.8 we used only that N is a manifold). 
Since P~smoo,h is Cartesian closed, we know that 
[projfi,proj$] : S(M,TN A TN)-*S(M,TN) A S(M,TN) 
is a smooth isomorphism. Therefore, if b: TN A TN+S((R,TN) smoothly splits 
6: S(lR,TN)+TNa TN, we put 
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%(‘w, .E) = r* “K~B,~[proj,.,proj2.]-‘~(rc 5): 
TS(M N) A TS(M, N)--4( IR, TS(M, N)). 
Then it is easy to check that ds(,Lf,hi? smoothly splits 
6 SW. M : S(fR, TS(M, A’)) dTS(M, ly) G TS(M, N). 
Summarizing, we have: 
Theorem 3.17. The category _//smooth is closed under the functors fl, T, T a T, S. 
Hence dsmooth is Cartesian closed. Moreover, _/(smooth as all the basic natural trans- 
formations stated for % Y smoorh. In particuiar, one has naturalsmooth isomorphisms 
w:T4fl-fl~(TxT), r:SO(l-Px l)dSo(l xS), s:T~S+S~(l XT), A:T’-+T*, 
and the natural fiber addition a n : T c T+T. The operator T is fiber linear. 
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